Automated Decision Systems
Examples of uses and concerns
Housing: Cities nationwide are using automated decision systems to screen applicants for
apartments, process mortgage loan applications, and assign individuals to public housing. Cities feed
these AI-based systems large amounts of historical data, from which the systems create assumptions
about individuals. Applicants generally need to provide their past few addresses, meaning the system
uses previous zip codes to map an individual’s relationship to certain neighborhoods and their
associated characteristics. Additionally, ProPublica found that by inputting social media data into
automated decision-making systems, companies can discriminate by advertising only certain housing
opportunities to an individual based on their race.1 Systems that automate decision making in both
screening and advertising exacerbate existing racial inequities created by the discriminatory policies
at the root of the current housing and homeownership landscape.
Banking: Banks aid or make credit and loan decisions with automated decision systems that mine
data from people’s online and offline activities. While the systems utilize seemingly neutral data
points such as shopping habits, zip codes, and social media usage in rendering a decision,2 these
inputs serve as a proxy for race.3 Thus, these systems draw patterns from these supposedly neutral
inputs that mimic patterns they would draw if race was an input, and in doing so, circumvent existing
anti-discrimination laws. Berkeley researchers found that lenders using automated decision systems
to assign loan interest rates with purportedly neutral inputs discriminated against borrowers of color
by consistently giving them higher interest rates.4 These decisions naturally bear on creditworthiness,
perpetuating racial inequities in other banking outcomes and impact opportunities to build
generational wealth and prosperity.
Employment: Employers use automated decision systems to screen job applicants’ resumes for
specific terms, experiences, and education. This process removes the holistic consideration humans
use, and because, historically, institutional values in hiring have favored white, male candidates,
systems could discriminate against applicants of color and other "diverse" candidates. Because
automated decision systems offer extremely particularized screening without human discretion and
intervention, use of these systems reinforces and compounds the lack of workforce diversity and
obstructs applicants of color from gaining equal employment.
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Medical Care: Some industries use automated decision systems for internal decisions, rather than
consumer-facing decisions. Care providers, like hospitals, use systems to schedule employee hours
and allocation. However, even systems that serve an operational purpose are capable of substantive
discrimination. In Idaho and Arkansas, automated decision systems drastically reduced Medicaid
attendant hours for low-income participants living with disabilities, resulting in patients with
bedsores and inhumane living conditions. As able-bodied patients did not suffer the same decrease in
care, the system de facto discriminated based on disability.5 Lawsuits ultimately removed both
systems, but automated decision systems are still being used elsewhere in the medical care industry.
Policing: Police use a type of automated decision system called “predictive policing” that analyzes
data about where criminal conduct has occurred in the past to predict where it will occur in the future
and deploy officers accordingly. However, that input data is influenced by law enforcement’s long
history of over-policing neighborhoods of color,6 meaning that because police have collected more data
from neighborhoods of color, results will lead to further over-policing.
Sentencing: Judges use sentencing risk assessments (also called “pretrial risk assessments”), a type
of automated decision system, to recommend sentences for persons convicted of crimes. Like other
automated decision systems, these assessments are fed seemingly neutral but relevant data, such as
whether the person is convicted of a violent crime and any history of convictions.7 Yet these inputs
proxy race,8 so, in practice, the assessments make sentencing recommendations along discriminatory
lines. ProPublica found that one widely used sentencing risk assessment consistently recommended
longer sentences for Black people than white people convicted of the same crime.9
Public Benefits: Some states use automated decision systems to process, deny, and allocate
public benefits more efficiently than human employees. For example, Michigan used a system to
implement a recent rule disqualifying those with outstanding felony warrants from food assistance.
However, the system incorrectly removed more than 19,000 people without outstanding felony
warrants from the list, causing them to lose their benefits.10 Another system in Michigan wrongfully
accused people of unemployment fraud and removed their benefits in 85% of cases.11 A federal district
court invalidated the systems in both instances and restored the lost benefits.12
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